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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a field, ¨ , . . . , ¨ valuations of K, G , . . . , G their value groups1 l 1 l
 .and w : K* ª G = ??? = G the group homomorphism defined by w x s1 l
  .  ..¨ x , . . . , ¨ x .1 l
If ¨ , . . . , ¨ are independent, then the Classical Weak Approximation1 l
w xTheorem asserts that w is surjective 0, Corollaire 1, p. 135 . Evidently, if
¨ , . . . , ¨ are dependent, the result is not true anymore. Still, it is of1 l
 .interest to control the simultaneous weak approximation of these valua-
 .tions, that is to say to describe the image w K* in terms of the valuations
¨ , . . . , ¨ .1 l
*This research was partially supported by ``PRONEX]Commutative Algebra and Alge-
braic Geometry]Brazil.''
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w xA partial answer to this question has been given by Ribenboim in 9 .
 4  4For i g 1, . . . , l , let V be the valuation ring of ¨ ; for i, j g 1, . . . , l , leti i
 .V , V be the smallest valuation ring of K that contains both V and Vi j i j
 .   .  ..and U V , V its group of invertible elements. For g [ ¨ x , . . . , ¨ xi j 1 1 l l
 .  .g G = ??? = G , Ribenboim shows that g g w K* if and only if1 l
 ..  ..  4x U V , V s x U V , V for every i, j g 1, . . . , l .i i j j i j
In Sections 3]4 of this paper, we complement Ribenboim's result by
 .describing the structure of the group w K* , or equivalently of the group
 .K*rU V ,l ??? l V , in terms of the valuations ¨ , . . . , ¨ . In reality, we1 l 1 l
 .do a little more by describing the structure of G V l ??? l V , the1 l
 .divisibility group of V l ??? l V , which is the group K*rU V ,l ??? l V1 l 1 l
endowed with the order relation of divisibility in V l ??? l V . For this, we1 l
first construct an object, the ``weighted dependency tree of ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,'' that1 l
controls and quantifies the dependency relations that exist between the
 .valuations ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Then, we show that G V l ??? l V is order isomor-1 l 1 l
phic to a finite alternating sequence of cardinal products and lexicographic
extensions associated to the weighted dependency tree of ¨ , . . . , ¨ . If the1 l
groups G , . . . , G are finitely generated, then the lexicographic extensions1 l
 .are split and the structure of G V l ??? l V is completely determined by1 l
the weighted dependency tree of ¨ , . . . , ¨ .1 l
 .In Section 5, we characterize the lattice ordered groups G that can be
realized as the divisibility group of the intersection of a finite family of
valuations rings of a field by the following intrinsic structural property:
G can be obtained as a finite alternating sequence of cardinal
products and lexicographic extensions where the factor groups 1 .
in the lexicographic extensions are totally ordered.
As a by-product of this characterization, we obtain the following purely
group theoretic result: an abelian lattice ordered group G satisfies the
 .property 1 if and only if it has only finitely many maximal filters or,
equivalently, if and only if it admits only finite sets of two by two
orthogonal elements; this is the abelian version of the main result of
w xConrad in 1 .
In Section 6, we consider a problem, the solution of which will be an
n w xessential ingredient in the study of the divisibility orders of Z done in 2 .
It is the following.
``Given a field k, given a lattice ordered group G that satisfies the
 .property 1 , does there exist a field K and a finite family ¨ , . . . , ¨ of1 l
valuations of K with valuation rings V , . . . , V such that1 l
 .  .1 G V l ??? l V is order isomorphic to G1 l
 .2 For every i s 1, . . . , l, the residue field of V is equal to k?''i
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If G is totally ordered, the answer is positive by a classical result of
w xKrull 5 . If G is the cardinal product of two totally ordered groups, we
show by an example that the answer can already be negative. When G is
finitely generated, we show that the answer is positive. Krull's ``global''
type of construction as adapted to the context of lattice ordered groups by
w xJaffard in 4 is of no help because, even if G is finitely generated, it does
not keep control of the residue fields when G is not totally ordered.
Instead, we must develop a ``step by step'' kind of construction along the
w xideas of MacLane and Schilling in 6 ; in this construction, we use in an
essential way the Weak Approximation Theorem that was established in
Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .If A is a ring, U A will denote the group of invertible elements of A
 .and, in case A has only one maximal ideal, M A will denote that maximal
ideal. If K is a field, K* will denote the group of non-zero elements of K.
 .If A is a domain with quotient field K, the di¨ isibility group G A of A
 .is the group K*rU A endowed with the order relation
x , y g K*, xU A F yU A m yxy1 g A. .  .
 .Equivalently, G A can be thought of as the ordered group of principal
fractional ideals of A under reverse inclusion. Clearly, the positive cone of
 .   . 4G A is xU A ; x g A . The canonical semi¨ aluation of A is the map w :A
 .  .  .K* ª G A defined by w x s xU A . It satisfies the following twoA
properties:
v  .  .  .; x, y g K*, w xy s w x w yA A A
v  .  .; x, y g K* such that x q y / 0, w x q y G w z for everyA A
 .  .  .  .z g K* such that w z F w x , w z F w y .A A A A
If A : B : K are domains with quotient field K, the order preserving
 .  .   ..  .homomorphism b : G A ª G B defined by b xU A s xU B for
x g K* will be called the natural homomorphism. The kernel of b , which is
 .  .equal to U B rU A , will always be endowed with the order induced from
 .the order of G A , that is to say with the order whose positive cone is
  .  . 4xU A ; x g U B l A .
We shall usually write our groups multiplicatively. If G , . . . , G are1 r
 . rpartially ordered groups, then the product  G endowed with theis1 i
cardinal order, that is to say with the order whose positive cone is
 . 4g , . . . , g ; g G 1 for every i s 1, . . . , r , will be called the cardinal1 r i
product of the G 's and will be denoted by  r G or G = ??? = G .i c is1 i 1 c c r
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The product  r G endowed with the lexicographic order, that is to sayis1 i
 .with the order whose positive cone is g , . . . , g ; the first component1 r
4/ 1 is ) 1 , will be called the lexicographic product of the G 's and will bei
denoted by  r G , or G = ??? = G .l is1 i 1 l l r
 .If G , G , G are partially ordered groups, the sequence 1 ª1 2
ba
G ª G ª G ª 1 will be said to be exact if it is exact as a sequence of2 1
groups and if a and b are order preserving group homomorphisms. The
sequence will be said to be lex-exact if it is exact and if the positive cone of
  . 4   . 4G is equal to a g ; g g G , g G 1 j g g G; b g ) 1 . In this case,2 2 2 2
we shall also say that G is a lexicographic extension, or a lex-extension, of
G by G .2 1
An isomorphism between two ordered groups G and G will be said to1 2
be an order isomorphism if both a and ay1 are order preserving homo-
morphisms.
The following lemma gathers some well known results that will be
useful.
LEMMA 1. Let K be a field and V , . . . , V : W ¨aluation rings of K. Let1 r
ba
1 ª U W rU V ¨ G V ª G W ª 1 2 .  .  .F Fi i /  /
i i
be the sequence of ordered groups where b is the natural homomorphism.
Then,
 .  .a The sequence 2 is lex-exact.
 .  .b If c : W ª WrM W is the canonical homomorphism, the induced
multiplicati¨ e group homomorphism c in the commutati¨ e diagram
c 6 .U W WrM W * . .
6 6
canonical canonical
c 6 .U W rU V G V rM W .F Fi i /  /
i i
is an order isomorphism.
 .  .  .  .  .c If the sequence 1 splits and u : G F V ª U W rU F V is ai i i i
 .  .  .   ..retraction, the map b , c (u : G F V ª G W = G F V rM W is ani i l i i
order isomorphism.
 .  . w xProof. a and b . This is done in 7, Proof of Theorem 3.2, p. 581 .
 .  .c This is clear since the sequence 2 is lex-exact.
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3. THE WEIGHTED DEPENDENCY TREE OF A FINITE
FAMILY OF VALUATION RINGS
Let K be a field and F a finite family of valuation rings of K.
Two valuation rings V 9, V 0 g F are said to be dependent if there exists a
valuation ring W m K such that W = V 9 j V 0 equivalently, if the centers
.of V 9 and V 0 on F V contain a non-zero common prime ideal . TheyV g F
are said to be independent if they are not dependent. Evidently, the
dependency relation is an equivalence relation; the equivalence classes will
 .be called the dependency classes of F. We shall write V, V 9 to denote the
smallest valuation ring of K that contains both V and V 9.
w x  .  .As Ribenboim does in 9 , let us consider the set N F [ V, V 9 ;
4  4V, V 9 g F j K . We make the following observations:
 .  .  .  .i F : N F since V s V, V g N F for every V g F.
 .  .ii Endowed with the order of reverse inclusion, N F is a subtree
 .i.e., the elements smaller than a given one are linearly ordered of the
tree of all the valuation rings of K that contain F V. The elements ofV g F
 .   .N F are the localizations of F V at the set of prime ideals ` V 9, V 0 ;V g F
4  4  .V 9, V 0 g F j 0 , where ` V 9, V 0 is the biggest prime ideal contained in
wthe intersection of the centers of V 9 and V 0 on F V 0, Proposition 2,V g F
x  .p. 133 ; this set of prime ideals is a subtree of Spec F V endowedV g F
with the order of inclusion.
 .  . 4iii In the set of valuation rings V, V 9 ; V, V 9 g F , there is one
that contains all the others. This valuation ring may be equal to K this
.happens when F has at least two dependency classes or may be different
 .from K this happens when F has exactly one dependency class .
 .If s , t g N F , we shall say that s is a predecessor of t}respectively
an immediate predecessor of t or equivalently, that t is a successor of
.s}respectively an immediate successor of s if s = t}respectively, if
 .s > t and if for any s 9 g N F such that s = s 9 > t , one has s s s 9. It
 .is clear that if t g N F , t / K, then t has a unique immediate predeces-
 .sor since N F is finite.
w x  .To each pair of elements s , t with s , t g N F , t immediate succes-
  .  ..  .  .sor of s , we attach the group H [ ker G t ª G s s U s rU ts , t
 .  .where G t and G s are the divisibility groups of t and s , respectively,
 .  .and where the map G t ª G s is the natural homomorphism. We
 .endow H with the order induced from the order of G t , i.e., with thes , t
  .  .4  4   .order whose positive cone is xU t ; x g t l U s s 1 j xU t ; x g
 .  .4M t _ M s .
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The weighted dependency tree of F is defined to be
w xT F ; K [ N F , s , t , H ; s , t g N F , .  .  . . s , t
t immediate successor of s .4 .
 .Of course, the elements of N F are the nodes of the tree, K is the root,
w x .the elements of F are the end nodes. The elements s , t , H are thes , t
weighted edges of the tree.
 .  .If v g N F , we shall denote the set of successors of v in N F by
v .N F , and we shall define the weighted dependency subtree of successors of
v to be
v v w x vT F ; K [ N F , s , t , H ; s , t g N F , .  .  . . s , t
t immediate successor of s .4 .
Similarly, the weighted dependency line of predecessors of v is defined to
be
w xT F ; K [ N F , s , t , H ; s , t g N F , .  .  . .v v s , t v
t immediate successor of s ,4 .
 .  .where N F is the set of predecessors of v in N F .v
The dependency dimension of F is defined to be
 4dep. dim. F ; K [ max l y 1; V g F , . V
w x 4where l [ a s , t ; t = V, s immediate predecessor of t is the lengthV
 .of the line of predecessors of V. Note that dep. dim. F; K s 0 if and only
if F is a family of two by two independent valuation rings.
 .  .Given a field K respectively K 9 , a finite family F respectively F 9 of
 .  .valuation rings of K respectively K 9 , a node v respectively v9 of the
 .   ..weighted dependency tree T F; K respectively T F 9; K 9 , we shall say
v . v9 .that the weighted dependency subtrees T F; K and T F 9; K 9 are
order isomorphic if there exists a bijective map f between the sets of nodes
v . v9 .N F and N F 9 that preserves the relation of antecedence and that
w x .preserves the weights in the natural following sense: if s , t , H is as , t
v .weighted edge of T F, K , then the ordered groups H and Hs , t f s ., f t .
are order isomorphic.
We shall need the following lemma:
LEMMA 2. Let K be a field, F a finite family of ¨aluation rings of K, and
 . 4W the element of V, V 9 ; V, V 9 g F that contains all the others. Let f:
W  .   . 4.  ..N F ª N VrM W ; V g F be the map defined by f V, V 9 s
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  .  ..VrM W , V 9rM W . Then, f establishes an order isomorphism between the
W  .   . 4weighted dependency subtrees T F; K and T VrM W ; V g F ;
 ..WrM W .
 .Proof. The map A § ArM W is a bijection that preserves inclusion
 4 between A; A valuation ring of K, A : W, A = F V and B; BV g F
 .  .4  .valuation ring of WrM W , B = F VrM W . Since W s V , V forV g F 1 2
some V , V g F, then the above bijection induces a bijection that pre-1 2
W  .   .serves antecedence between the sets of nodes N F and N VrM W ;
4.V g F ; it is our map f.
W  .Now, let s , t g N F , t immediate successor of s , and consider
 .  .   ..again the multiplicative group homomorphism c : U W ª WrM W *
 .  .  .  .defined by c x s x q M W for x g U W . Since ker c s 1 q M W : 1
 .  .q M t : U t , then c induces a group isomorphism
c : H s U s rU t ª U srM W rU trM W s H .  .  .  . .  .s , t f s . , f t .
  ..   ..   ..  .defined by c xU t s x q M W U trM W for x g U s . Now, the
  .  .4   .  .positive cone of H is xU t ; x g t l U s s xU t ; x g M t _s , t
 .4  4   .   ..M s j 1 . The image of that set by c is x q M W U trM W ;
 .   ..   ..4  4   .   ..x q M W g M trM W _ M srM W j 1 s x q M W U trM W ;
 .   ..   ..4x q M W g trM W l U srM W which is the positive cone of
H . Thus, c is an order isomorphism, and f establishes an orderfs ., f t .
W  .   . 4  ..isomorphism between T F; K and T VrM W ; V g F ; WrM W .
4. THE WEAK APPROXIMATION THEOREM FOR
AN ARBITRARY FINITE FAMILY
OF VALUATION RINGS
Let K be a field, ¨ , . . . , ¨ valuations of K, V , . . . , V their valuation1 l 1 l
rings, G , . . . , G their value groups, and w : K* ª G = ??? = G the group1 l 1 l
 .   .  ..homomorphism defined by w x s ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x . In order to general-1 l
ize the Classical Weak Approximation Theorem, we want to describe the
 . structure of the group w K* or equivalently, of the group K*rU V1
.l ??? l V . We will do a little bit more by describing the structure ofl
 .G V l ??? l V , the divisibility group of the ring V l ??? l V , in terms1 l 1 l
of the valuations ¨ , . . . , ¨ .1 l
We start with a preliminary result that already generalizes the Classical
Weak Approximation Theorem:
THEOREM 3. Let K be a field, F a finite family of ¨aluation rings of K,
 .S s F V, and G S the di¨ isibility group of S. Let F , . . . , F be theV g F 1 t
 .dependency classes of F. For i s 1, . . . , t, let S s F V and let G S bei V g F ii
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 .  .the di¨ isibility group of S . Then, the map w : G S ª  G S defined byi c i i
  ..   .  ..w xU S s xU S , . . . , xU S is an order isomorphism.1 t
Proof. Clearly, we may suppose that the valuation rings of the family F
  .  .  . 4are incomparable, hence that ` V ; ` V [ M V l S, V g F is the set
of all the maximal ideals of S. We may also suppose that t G 2.
 4  . 4For each i g 1, . . . , t , let W be the element of V, V 9 ; V, V 9 g Fi i
 .that contains all the others and let ` [ M W l S be the center of W oni i i
 .S. Since t G 2, we have W / K and ` / 0 . Note that for any prime ideali i
 .  .q of S such that 0 / q : ` , we have q ­ D D ` V .i j/ i V g Fj
 .  .The group homomorphism w is injective since F U S s U F S si i i i
 .U S . We will show now that it is surjective. By symmetry, it suffices to
 .  .  .   ..show that G S = 1 ? U S = ??? = 1 ? U S : w G S , i.e., that given1 2 t
any element x g K*, there exists an element x g K* such that xxy1 g1 1
 .  .U S , x g F U S . We first make a claim:1 i/1 i
CLAIM. Let y g K
 .  4a Gi¨ en i, j g 1, . . . , t , i / j, 'z g S such thati j
z y g M W , z f ` V , z g ` . .  .D Fi j i i j i j l
l/i , jVgFj
 y1In particular, z has ¨alue bigger than the ¨alue of y on F , ¨alue zeroi j i
.on F , and positi¨ e ¨alue on F ; l / i, j .j l
 .  .  .b There exists z g S _ D ` V such that zy g F M W .V g F i/1 i1
 .  .Proof. a If y g W , take z g F ` _ D ` V .i i j l / j l V g Fjy1  .  y1 .If y f W , then y g M W and Rad y W l S is a non-zero primei i i
 .   y1 .ideal of S contained in M W l S s ` here, Rad y W denotes thei i i
y1 .  y1 .radical ideal of y W in W . Choose a g F ` l Rad y W _i i l /1 l i
 . rq1 rD ` V and take z [ a where r is an integer such that a gV g F i jj
yy1W .i
 .b It is immediate to see that we can take z [  z .i/1 i1
 .Now, let x be any element of K*. By Claim b applied to x , there1 1
exists an element z such that1
z g S _ ` V , zx g M W . 3 .  .  .D F1 1 i
i/1VgF1
 . y1For every j G 2, by Claim a applied to x with i s 1, there exists an1
element z such thatj
z g S _ ` V , z xy1 g M W , z g ` . 4 .  .  .D Fj j 1 1 j l
l/1, jVgFj
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 .  .Take x [ z x q z q ??? qz . By 3 and 4 , we have1 1 2 t
v
y1 y1xx s z q z x g S _ ` V q M W .  . D1 1 i 1 1 /
i/1 VgF1
: U V q M V s U V s U S .  .  .  . .F F 1
VgF VgF1 1
v ; j / 1, x s z x q z q z g M W q S _ ` V q ` . . D1 1 j i j j /
i/1, j VgFj
: M V q U V s U V s U S . .  .  . .  .F F j
VgF VgFj j
Thus, w is a group isomorphism. It is an order isomorphism because for
x g K, we have
w xU S g positive cone of G S .  . . c i /
i
m ; i s 1, . . . , t , xU S g positive cone of G S .  . .i i
m x g S s S, i.e., xU S g positive cone of G S . .  . .F i
i
We now want to interpret the structure of the divisibility group of the
intersection F V in terms of the weighted dependency tree of theV g F
family F. In order to get some feeling about the next theorem, consider
the simple situation where the family F has dependency dimension equal
 X X4to 1; to simplify even more, say that F s V , V , V , V , V and that1 2 3 1 2
 4  X X4V , V , V and V , V are the dependency classes of F. Since we suppose1 2 3 1 2
 .  .that dependency dimension F; K s 1, then we have that W [ V , V1 2
 .  .  .  .  .s V , V s V , V and that V rM W , V rM W , V rM W are inde-1 3 2 3 1 2 3
 .  X X.pendent valuation rings of the field WrM W . Taking W9 [ V , V , we1 2
X  . X  .evidently have that V rM W9 and V rM W9 are independent valuation1 2
 .rings of the field W9rM W9 . By Theorem 3 and Lemma 1, we have
G V l V l V l V X l V X .1 2 3 1 2
, G V l V l V = G V X l V X .  .1 2 3 1 2c
, lex-extension of G V rM W by G W .  .F i / /
i
= lex-extension of G V rM W9 by G W9 .  .F jc  / /j
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, lex-extension of G V rM W by G W .  .c i /
i
X= lex-extension of G V rM W9 by G W9 . .  .c jc  /
j
  ..   .Now, observe that by Lemma 1, we have G V rM W , ker G V ªi i
 ..  X  ..   X.  ..G W and G V rM W9 , ker G V ª G W9 ; thus, we obtain thatj j
 X X.G V l V l V l V l V can be expressed in terms of the weighted1 2 3 1 2
dependency tree of F.
In the next theorem, we generalize this result for finite families of
valuation rings of arbitrary dependency dimension.
 .THEOREM 4 Weak Approximation Theorem . Let K be a field, F a
finite family of ¨aluation rings of K, and G the di¨ isibility group of F V.V g F
 .   . w x .  .Let T F; K [ N F , s , t , H ; s , t g N F , t immediate successors , t
4.of s be the weighted dependency tree of F and d the dependency dimension
 .  .   .of F. For e¨ery node s g N F , let S s [ t g N F ; t is an immediate
4successor of s . Then, G is order isomorphic to a group of the form
lex-extension of lex-extension of c c  .  .s gS K s gS s1 2 1
1
??? lex-extension of H  c c c s , sd dq1 .  .  .s gS s s gS s s gS s3 2 d dy1 dq1 d
2 d d
by H ??? by H by H .s , s s , s K , sdy 1 d 1 2 1/ / 0 0
2 1
 .  .COROLLARY 5. Let K, F, T F; K , d, S s , and G be as in Theorem 4.
If the ¨alue group of V is finitely generated for e¨ery V g F, then G is order
isomorphic to
H = H = ??? = H   c K , s c s , s c c s , s1 1 2 dy1 dl l l .  .  .  .s gS K s gS s s gS s s gS s1 1 1 3 2 d dy1
= H ??? .c s , sd dq1 /l / / / .s gS sdq1 d
In particular, G is completely determined by the weighted dependency tree
of F.
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Proof of Theorem 4. We do an induction on the dependency dimension
of F.
 .If dep. dim. F; K s 0, i.e., if F is a finite family of independent
 .  4  .valuation rings of K, then N F s F j K , S K s F and, by the
 .classical Approximation Theorem or by Theorem 3 , we have that G is
 .order isomorphic to  G V , i.e., to  H .c V g F c s g S K . K , s1 1
 .If dep. dim. F; K G 1, let F , . . . , F be the dependency classes of F.1 t
 4  . 4For i g 1, . . . , t , let v be the element of V, V 9 ; V, V 9 g F thati i
contains all the others and let S [ F V. It is clear thati V g Fi
 4v , . . . , v s immediate successors of K in N F . 5 4 .  .1 t
By Theorem 3,
G V is order isomorphic to G S . 6 .  .F c i /
VgF i
 4  .Let i g 1, . . . , t . By Lemma 1 a ,
G S is a lex-extension of U v rU S by G v . 7 .  .  .  .  .i i i i
 .By Lemma 1 b ,
U v rU S is order isomorphic to G VrM v . 8 .  .  .  .Fi i i /
VgFi
  . 4  ..  .Clearly, dep. dim. VrM v ; V g F ; v rM v - dep. dim. F; K ; fur-i i i i
v i .thermore, by Lemma 2, the weighted dependency subtrees T F ; K andi
  . 4  ..T VrM v ; V g F ; v rM v are order isomorphic; thus, by the hy-i i i i
pothesis of induction, we obtain that
G VrM v is order isomorphic to a group of the form .F i /
VgFi
lex-extension of ??? lex-extension of  c c c  .  .  .s gS v s gS s s gS s2 i 3 2 d dy1
2
H by H ??? by H . 9 .c s , s s , s v , sd dq1 dy1 d i 2/ / 0 .s gS sdq1 d
d d 2
 .  .  .Finally, it is clear that G v s H . Then, by 5 ] 9 , we obtain thei K , v i
desired result.
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Proof of Corollary 5. Again, let F , . . . , F be the dependency classes of1 t
 4F, let v , . . . , v be the immediate successors of K and, for i g 1, . . . , t ,1 t
let S s F V.i V g Fi
 4  .Let i g 1, . . . , t . Take V g F such that V : v . Of course, G v is ai i
 .  .homomorphic image of G V , hence is finitely generated since G V is so
 .by hypothesis. Furthermore, G v is torsion free since v is a valuationi i
 .  .  .ring; thus G v is a free group. Then, by 7 and Lemma 1 c , the groupsi
 .  .   ..G S and G v = G F VrM v are order isomorphic. Now, ob-i i l V g F ii
 .   ..serve that for any V g F , by Lemma 1 b , we have G VrM v ,i i
 .  .  .  .U v rU V : G V . Thus, the value group of VrM v is finitely gener-i i
ated for every V g F , and we can apply the hypothesis of induction toi
obtain the desired result.
5. ABELIAN LATTICE ORDERED GROUPS WITH A
FINITE NUMBER OF MAXIMAL FILTERS
Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 give a precise connection between the
structure of the weighted dependency tree of a finite family of valuation
rings and the structure of the divisibility group of the intersection of that
family. In particular, we have that the divisibility group of such an
 .intersection satisfies the property 1 .
w x w x w xUsing the works of Jaffard 4 , Ohm 7 , and Sheldon 10 , we shall now
 .show that this property 1 is an intrinsic structural characterization of the
ordered groups that can be realized as the divisibility group of the
intersection of a finite family of valuation rings. As a by-product of this
characterization, we shall obtain that the abelian lattice ordered groups
 .that satisfy the property 1 are exactly those that have only finitely many
maximal filters or, equivalently, that admit only finite sets of two by two
orthogonal elements; this is the abelian version of the main result of
w xConrad in 1 .
In this section, all the groups will be supposed to be abelian and, in
order to conform with tradition, we shall write them additively. First, we
recall some definitions:
DEFINITIONS. Let G be a lattice ordered group and G its positiveq
cone. A subset B : G is a filter of G if it satisfies the following twoq
conditions:
 .1 If x, y g G , x g B, x F y, then y g B.q
 .  .2 If x, y g B, then inf x, y g B.
A filter is proper if B / G . A proper filter B is a prime filter if it alsoq
satisfies
 .3 If x, y g G , x f B, y f B, then x q y f B.q
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A proper filter is a maximal filter, or an ultra filter, if it is not properly
contained in any proper filter. It is easy to check that any maximal filter is
a prime filter, that any proper filter is contained in a maximal filter, and
that any filter contained in a finite union of prime filters is contained in
one of them.
Two positive elements x, y of a lattice ordered group are said to be
 .orthogonal if inf x, y s 0.
 .Finally, we shall give a name to the groups that satisfy property 1 .
DEFINITIONS. Let G be an abelian ordered group. A decomposition of
the type
G s lex-extension of lex-extension of c c  .  .s gL s s gL s1 0 2 1
1
??? lex-extension of H  c c c s , sd dq1 .  .  .s gL s s gL s s gL s3 2 d dy1 dq1 d
2 d d
by H ??? by H by H , 10 .s , s s , s s , sdy 1 d 1 2 0 1/ / 0 0
2 1
where
v d is an integer G 0.
v  .L s is a non-empty finite set.0
v   .  .For every i G 1 and every s g L s , s g L s , . . . , s g1 0 2 1 i
 ..  .  .L s , H is a totally ordered group / 0 and L s is a finite set,iy1 s , s iiy1 i
 . <  . <L s s f, or L s G 2i i
will be called a lexico-cardinal decomposition of G.
Having such a decomposition, set
L [ L s j L s .  .D0 1 /
 .s gL s1 0
j ??? j ??? L s , .D D D d /
 .  .  .s gL s s gL s s gL s1 0 dy1 dy2 d dy1
 4where the unions are disjoint. The elements of the disjoint union s j L0
 .will be called indices of the decomposition. If s g L and L s s f, we
shall say that s is a final index. If s g L, we shall define the line of
predecessors of s to be the unique sequence of indices s , s , . . . , s such0 1 m
 .  .that s s s , s g L s , . . . , s g L s .m m my1 1 0
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The proof of the following lemma is immediate:
 .  4LEMMA 6. a If G is a totally ordered group, then g g G; g ) 0 is the
only maximal filter of G.
 . tb If G , . . . , G are lattice ordered groups, the  G is a lattice1 t c is1 i
ordered group and
t
Maximal filters of Gc i 5
is1
s G = ??? = G = F = G = ??? = G ;1q iy1q iq1q tq
4F maximal filter of G , i s 1, . . . , t .i
 t 4 t In particular, a Maximal filters of  G s  a Maximal filtersc is1 i is1
4of G .i
ba .c If 0 ª G ª G ª G ª 0 is a lexicographic extension of a lattice2 1
ordered group G by a totally ordered group G , then G is a lattice ordered2 1
 4   .   . 4group and Maximal filters of G s a F j g g G; b g ) 0 ; F maximal
4  4 filter of G . In particular, a Maximal filters of G s a Maximal filters2
4of G .2
 .THEOREM 7. Let G / 0 be an abelian ordered group. Then, the follow-
ing conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i There exists a field K and a finite family F of incomparable
¨aluation rings of K such that the di¨ isibility group of D [ F V is orderV g F
isomorphic to G.
 .ii G is lattice ordered and has only finitely many maximal filters.
 .iii G admits a lexico-cardinal decomposition.
When this occurs, then
 4  4aF s a Maximal filters of G s a final indices of the decomposition .
 .  .Proof. i « iii is a consequence of Theorem 4.
 .  .iii « ii . Let the lexico-cardinal decomposition of G be given by
 .10 . By Lemma 6, we have that G is lattice ordered and that the maximal
filters of G correspond exactly to the maximal filters of the totally ordered
groups H where s is a final index and s its immediates , s m my1my 1 m
predecessor.
 .  .ii « i . Let G be a lattice ordered group having exactly r maximal
w xfilters. By 4, Theoreme 1, p. 266; 7, p. 329 , there exists a Bezout domainÂ Á
wD, the divisibility group of which is order isomorphic to G. By 10,
xTheorem 2.2, p. 464 , this domain D has exactly r maximal ideals, say
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 4M , . . . , M . Then, D ; i s 1, . . . , r is a finite family of r incomparable1 r Mi
valuation rings of the quotient field K of D, the intersection of which is
equal to D.
We can now draw an interesting consequence in the theory of abelian
lattice ordered groups:
PROPOSITION 8. Let G be an abelian ordered group. Let n be an integer.
Then, the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i G is lattice ordered and has exactly n maximal filters.
 .ii G admits a lexico-cardinal decomposition with exactly n final
indices.
 .iii G is lattice ordered and contains a subset of n strictly positi¨ e
elements that are two by two orthogonal but does not contain any subset of
 .n q 1 such elements.
 .  .Proof. i m ii is given by Theorem 7.
 .  .i « iii . Let F , . . . , F be the maximal filters of G.1 n
 4For every i g 1, . . . , n , let x g F _ D F . The elements x , . . . , xi i l / i l 1 r
are two by two orthogonal. Indeed, suppose that there exists i / j such
 .  .that 0 - inf x , x and let F be a maximal filter that contains inf x , x .i j i j
 .  .Then, F contains x hence F s F and F contains x hence F s F ,i i j j
thus i s j which is absurd.
Now, let y , . . . , y be strictly positive elements of G. Since G has1 nq1
 4only n maximal filters, there exist i, j g 1, . . . , n q 1 , i / j, and there
exists a maximal filter F such that both y and y belong to F, hence suchi j
 .  .that inf y , y g F, hence such that 0 - inf y , y .i j i j
Thus, there exists a subset of n strictly positive elements that are two by
two orthogonal, but there does not exist any subset of n q 1 such ele-
ments.
 .  .  4iii « i . Let x , . . . , x be a subset of n strictly positive elements1 n
 4 that are two by two orthogonal. For i g 1, . . . , n , let F [ F; F maximali
4filter of G, x g F . We claim that aF s 1. In order to show this, it clearlyi i
suffices to show that the set I [ D F is a proper filter of G. The onlyF g Fi
 .nontrivial thing to see is that if y , y g I, then inf y , y g I. Let1 2 1 2
F, L g F such that y g F, y g L. Since y and x belong to F, theni 1 2 1 i
 .  .z [ inf y , x g F and z is strictly positive. Similarly, z [ inf y , x is1 1 i 1 2 2 i
strictly positive. Furthermore, note that for j / i, we have
0 F inf z , x F inf x , x s 0 and .  .1 j i j
0 F inf z , x F inf x , x s 0. .  .2 j i j
 .  4  4Thus, if we had inf z , z s 0, then z , z j x ; j / i would be a set of1 2 1 2 j
 .n q 1 strictly positive elements that are two by two orthogonal, which
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 .would be contrary to the hypothesis. Thus, inf z , z ) 0 and there exists1 2
 .  .a maximal filter M such that inf z , z g M. Since inf z , z F z F x ,1 2 1 2 1 i
 .we have x g M and therefore M g F . Thus, inf z , z g D F andi i 1 2 F g Fi
our claim is proved.
 4For i g 1, . . . , n , let F be the unique maximal filter of G that containsi
x . If there existed a maximal filter F that were different from F , . . . , F ,i 1 n
n  4then, taking an element y in F _ D F , the set x , . . . , x , y wouldis1 i 1 n
 .have n q 1 strictly positive elements that are two by two orthogonal,
 4contrary to the hypothesis. Thus, F , . . . , F is exactly the set of maximal1 n
filters of G.
 .  .Remark. The equivalence ii m iii of Proposition 8 is the abelian
w xversion of the main result of Conrad in 1 .
COROLLARY 9. Let 1 F m be an integer. Let O be a lattice order of Zm.
 m .Then, Z , O admits a decomposition of the type
Zm , O s H = H = ??? .   c a c a c1 2l l  .  .  .a gL a a gL a a gL a1 0 2 1 3 2
= H = H ??? , 11 . c a c at tq1 /l l /
 .  .a gL a a gL at ty1 tq1 t
where
v d is an integer G 0.
v  .the L a 's are disjoint finite sets of indices.i
v <  . <1 F L a .0
v  .   ..For e¨ery a g L [ L a j D L a j ??? j0 a g L a . 11 0
  ..D ??? D L a ,a g La . a g La . tt ty1 t ty1
v L a s f or L a G 2 12 .  .  .
v H s H = ??? = H 13 .a a 1 a ua .l l
 .  .with u a an integer G 1 and, for e¨ery 1 F j F u a , H a finitelya j
 .generated ordered subgroup of R, q of rational rank r .a j
w xProof. By 4, Theoreme 1, p. 266 , there exists a domain D whoseÂ Á
 .  m . wdivisibility group G D is order isomorphic to Z , O . By 3, Theorem 2.1,
xp. 232 , D is the intersection of a finite family of valuation rings of the
quotient field K of D; the value groups of those valuation rings are
 .finitely generated since they are homomorphic images of G D . Then, by
 m .  .Corollary 5, Z , O admits a decomposition of the type 11 where each
 .H is finitely generated totally ordered, hence of the type 13 .a
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6. EXISTENCE OF A FINITE FAMILY OF VALUATION
RINGS, THE INTERSECTION OF WHICH HAS A
PRESCRIBED DIVISIBILITY GROUP AND
PRESCRIBED RESIDUE FIELDS
We shall here consider the following:
QUESTION. Gi¨ en a field k, gi¨ en a lattice ordered group G that admits a
lexico-cardinal decomposition, does there exist a field K and a finite family
¨ , . . . , ¨ of ¨aluations of K, with ¨aluation rings V , . . . , V such that:1 l 1 l
 .  .1 G V l ??? l V is order isomorphic to G.1 l
 .2 For e¨ery i s 1, . . . , l, the residue field of V is equal to k?i
The answer to this question will be an essential ingredient in the
m w xdetermination of the divisibility orders of Z that will be done in 2 .
When G is a totally ordered group, the answer is positive by a classical
w xresult of Krull 5, p. 164 . Adapting Krull's technique to the more general
context of lattice ordered groups, Jaffard has shown that given any lattice
 .ordered group, there exists a domain D such that G D is order isomor-
w xphic to G 4, Theoreme 1, p. 266 . Using Lorenzen's embedding of a latticeÂ Á
ordered group in a cardinal product of totally ordered groups and develop-
wing a different technique, Ohm has obtained the same result as Jaffard 8,
xTheorem p. 589 . However, as soon as the group G is not totally ordered,
neither the Krull]Jaffard construction, nor the Ohm construction, allows
one to get a prescribed field k as residue field for all the valuation rings.
Thus, neither of these constructions is an adequate tool to tackle our
question.
After Krull's case of G totally ordered, the simplest one to consider is
that of G s G = G where G and G are totally ordered groups. We1 c 2 1 2
will start showing that, already for such a group G, the answer to the
question is negative in general.
<LEMMA 10. Let K k be a field extension and X an indeterminate o¨er k. If
 .  ww xx.Card K ) Card k X , then there is no rank one discrete ¨aluation ring of
K ha¨ing k as residue field.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a rank one discrete valuation ring V of
K having k as residue field. Let u be a generator of the maximal ideal
Ã .M V of V. Then, u is transcendental over k and the completion V of V is
Ãww xx  .  .  ww xx.isomorphic to k u . We then have Card V F Card V s Card k X ;
 .since K is the quotient field of V, then we also have Card K F
 ww xx.Card k X which is a contradiction to the hypothesis.
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PROPOSITION 11. Let k be a field and X an indeterminate o¨er k. Let G1
 .  ww xx.be a totally ordered group such that Card G ) Card k X ; let G be Z1 2
with the usual order and G [ G = G . Then, there does not exist any field1 c 2
K = k and ¨aluation rings V , . . . , V of K such that:1 l
v The di¨ isibility group of V l ??? l V is order isomorphic to G.1 l
v  .V rM V s k for e¨ery i s 1, . . . , l.i i
Proof. Suppose that there exists such a field K and such valuation rings
V , . . . , V of K ; of course, we can suppose that V , . . . , V are incompara-1 l 1 l
ble. Let w: K* ª G be a semivaluation associated to the domain D [ V1
l ??? l V . For j s 1, 2, let p : G s G = G ª G be the projection onl j 1 c 2 j
the jth factor; the map p (w: K* ª G is a valuation of K ; let W be itsj j j
associated valuation ring. Note that D s W l W and that W is a rank1 2 2
one discrete valuation ring. Since the V 's are incomparable, we obtain thati
l s 2, V s W , and V s W . Thus, V is a rank one discrete valuation1 1 2 2 2
ring of K, which has k as residue field by hypothesis. By Lemma 10, we
 .  ww xx.therefore have Card K F Card k X .
On the other hand, the semivaluation w: K* ª G being a surjective
 .  .  .  ww xx.map, we have Card K G Card G G Card G ) Card k X , which1
gives a contradiction.
Having shown that our question has a negative answer in general, we
shall now show that it has a positive answer if we restrict ourselves to the
groups that are finitely generated.
If G is a lattice ordered group, it is torsion free. If furthermore it is
finitely generated, then it is free and therefore is order isomorphic to some
 n . nZ , O with n an integer G 1 and O a lattice order of Z . Thus, the
following theorem contains the answer to our question for finitely gener-
ated groups:
THEOREM 12. Let 1 F m be an integer. Let O be a lattice order of Zm.
 4  4Let k be a field, D a denumerable set, and S [ Y , . . . , Y j Z ; d g D a1 m d
set of indeterminates o¨er k. Then, there exists a finite family F of ¨aluation
 .rings of k S such that:
 . w xi F V = k S .V g F
 .  m .ii The di¨ isibility group of F V is order isomorphic to Z , O .V g F
 .iii k is the residue field of V, for e¨ery V g F.
As mentioned before, the ``direct'' constructions of Krull]Jaffard or
Ohm do not work. Instead, following the ideas of MacLane and Schilling
w xin 6 , we shall do a ``step by step'' construction of a family F of valuation
rings, making sure that each member of the family has k as residue field
and making sure that the weighted dependency tree of F has such a
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structure that, by Corollary 5, the domain F V has necessarily theV g F
desired divisibility group.
We shall first establish some preliminary lemmas:
LEMMA 13. Let 1 F r be an integer. Let H be a finitely generated ordered
 .subgroup of R, q of rational rank r. Let k be a field, G a denumerable set,
 4  4and S [ Y , . . . , Y j Z ; g g G a set of indeterminates o¨er k. Then,1 r g
 .there exists a ¨aluation w of k S , with associated ¨aluation ring W, such that:
 .  .i M W > S, W > k.
 .ii H is the ¨alue group of w.
 .iii k is the residue field of w.
 .  .  .iv For e¨ery g g G, w Z G 2w Y .g r
 .Proof. If G s f, let K [ k Y . If G / f, then for every g g G, letr
2 ww xx  4  .p g Y k Y such that p ; g g G is a transcendence set over k Y andg r r g r
  4. wlet K [ k Y , p ; g g G . If k is denumerable, such elements p 's existr g g
by an easy cardinality argument. If k is not denumerable, let k be a0
2 ww xxdenumerable subfield of k and for every g g G, take p g Y k Y suchg r 0 r
 4  . w x that p ; g g G is a transcendence set over k Y ; then, by 6, p. 510 , p ;g 0 r g
4  . xg g G is also a transcendence set over k Y . In both cases, we setr
ww xxV 9 [ k Y l K. Of course, V 9 is a rank-one discrete valuation ring of Kr
 . ww xx ww xxhaving k as residue field since we have k : V 9rM V 9 : k Y rY k Yr r r
  4.s k. Consider the field isomorphism w : K ª k Y , Z ; g g G defined byr g
 .  .  .w Y s Y and w p s Z for every g g G. Then, V [ w V 9 is a rank-oner r g g
  4.discrete valuation ring of k Y , Z ; g g G having k as residue field.r g
Let d , . . . , d be Q-linearly independent elements of R such that1 r q
H s Zd q ??? qZd . Define the map1 r
¨ : k Y , Z ; g g G * ª Zd 4 .r g r
 .  .m  .mq 1  .  y1 .by ¨ j s md if j g V, j g M V _ M V and ¨ j s y¨ j ifr
  4.  j g k Y , Z ; g g G _ V. It is clear that ¨ is a valuation of k Y , Z ;r g r g
4.g g G , with V as associated valuation ring, such that:
v  .  4  4M V > Y j Z ; g g G , V > kr g
v Zd is the value group of ¨r
v k is the residue field of ¨
v  .  .¨ Z G 2¨ Y ) 0 for every g g G.g r
Now, extend ¨ to a map
w x  4w9: V Y , . . . , Y _ 0 ª Zd q ??? qZd1 ry1 1 r
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in the following way: for 0 / f [  a Y i1 ??? Y iry 1 with a g V, takei i 1 ry1 i
 .   . 4w9 f [ min ¨ a q i d q ??? qi d ; a / 0 . Extend this map toi 1 1 ry1 ry1 i
  4.  y1 .  .the quotient field k Y , . . . , Y , Y , Z ; g g G by w9 fg s w9 f y1 ry1 r g
 .  w9 g . It is routine to check that w9 is a valuation of k Y , . . . , Y , Z ;1 r g
4.g g G , whose value group is Zd q ??? qZd , which has positive value at1 r
w xY , . . . , Y ; by the easy argument given in 6, p. 511 , its residue field is1 ry1
 .equal to k. Of course, the condition iv is satisfied too.
LEMMA 14. Let 1 F t, 1 F r , . . . , r be integers. For i s 1, . . . , t, let H1 t i
 .be a finitely generated ordered subgroup of R, q of rational rank r . Let k bei
 4 a field, G a denumerable set, and S [ Y ; i s 1, . . . , t, j s 1, . . . , r j Z ;i j i g
4  .g g G a set of indeterminates o¨er k. Then, there exists a ¨aluation w of k S ,
with associated ¨aluation ring W, such that:
 .  .i M W > S, W > k
 .ii H = ??? = H is the ¨alue group of w1 l l t
 .iii k is the residue field of w
 .iv Y belongs to the height-one prime ideal of W11
 .  .v Y , as well as e¨ery Z , belongs to M W but to no other primetr gt
ideal of W
 .  .  .vi For e¨ery g g G, w Z G 2w Y .g t r t
Proof. We shall do an induction on t.
If t s 1, the result is given by Lemma 13.
 4  4It t G 2, let S9 [ Y ; i s 2, . . . , t, j s 1, . . . , r j Z ; g g G and, byi j i g
 .the hypothesis of induction, let w9 be a valuation of k S9 , with associated
valuation ring W9 such that:
v  .M W9 > S9, W9 > k
v H = ??? = H is the value group of w92 l l t
v k is the residue field of w9
v  .Y , as well as every Z , belongs to M W9 but to no other primet r gr
ideal of W9
v  .  .For every g g G, w Z G 2w Y .g t r t
Let w9: W9 ª k be the canonical residual homomorphism.
 . .By Lemma 13, there exists a valuation ¨ of the field k S9 Y , . . . , Y ,1 11 1 r1
with associated valuation ring V , such that:1
v  .  4  .M V > Y , . . . , Y , V > k S91 11 1 r 11
v H is the value group of ¨1 1
v  .k S9 is the residue field of ¨ .1
 .Let w : V ª k S9 be the canonical residual homomorphism.1 1
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Let w be the composite valuation ¨ (w9, and let W be its associated1
y1 y1 .valuation ring. Of course, W s w (w9 k and k is the residue field of1
 .w; the value group of ¨ is equal to H which is free, thus by Lemma 1 c ,1 1
 .the value group of W is H = H = ??? = H .1 l 2 l l t
 m .Proof of Theorem 12. Let G [ Z , O . We know that
G s H = H = ???  c a c a c1 2l l  .  .  .a gL a a gL a a gL a1 0 2 1 3 2
= H = H ??? , 14 . c a c at tq1 /l l / / / .  .a gL a a gL at ty1 tq1 t
where all the notations are those of Corollary 9; we shall also keep the
 .notation L introduced in Corollary 9. For a g L, let r a be the rational
 .  .rank of H ; for a , set r a s 0. Note that  r a s m; renaminga 0 0 a g L
our indeterminates, we can therefore suppose that S s Y ; a g L,a i
 .4  41 F i F r a j Z ; d g D .d
For every g g L, g a final index, we set
k [ k 15 .g
SX [ S _ Y ; a predecessor of g , 1 F i F r a 4 .g a i
S [ Y ; 1 F i F r g j SX . 4g g i g
K [ k S . .g g
By Lemma 14, we define a valuation w on K , with associated valuationg g
ring W such that:g
v M W = S , W = k 16 . .g g g
v H is the value group of wg g
v k is the residue field of wg
v Y belongs to the height-one prime ideal of W 17 .g1 g
v
XY , as well as every element of S , belongsg g . gr
to M W , but to no other prime ideal of W 18 . .g g
v
XFor every element P g S , w P G 2w Y . 19 .  . .g g g g g .r
Let w : W ª k be the canonical residual homomorphism.g g
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For every b g L, b not a final index, we set
k [ k S _ Y ; a predecessor of b , 1 F j F r a 20 .  . 4b a j
S [ Y , . . . , Y 4b b 1 b r  b .
K [ k S . .b b b
By Lemma 14, we define a valuation w on K , with associated valuationb b
ring W , such that:b
v M W > S , W > k 21 . .b b b b
v H is the value group of wb b
v k is the residue field of wb b
v Y belongs to the height-one prime ideal of W . 22 .b 1 b
We let w : W ª k be the canonical residual homomorphism.b b b
 4Now, for b g L, b a final index or not, let a , . . . , a , a s b be0 py1 p
the line of predecessors of b ; of course, p is an integer G 1. By defini-
 .tion, we have K s k S and, for 2 F j F p, we have K s k . Then,a a a1 j jy1
let ¨ be the composite valuation of w , . . . , w , w and let V be itsb a a b b1 py1
associated valuation ring. Naturally, we obtain that V sb
y1 y1 y1 .  .w ( ??? (w (w k is a valuation ring of k S such that:a a b b1 py1
w xv V = k S 23 .b
v H = ??? = H is order isomorphic to the value group of ¨ 24 .a b b1 l l
v k is the residue field of ¨ . 25 .b b
 4 w xLet F [ V ; g g L, g final index . We have that F V = k S byg V g F
 .  .  .23 and that k is the residue field of V for every V g F by 25 and 15 .
 .It remains therefore only to calculate the divisibility group G D of the
domain D [ F V. Note that for every final index g , the value groupV g F
of V is finitely generated, hence that by Corollary 5, the divisibility groupg
  ..of D is determined by the weighted dependency tree T F; k S of F. We
  ..shall now calculate T F; k S .
 4Let g , g 9 be two distinct final indices. Let a , . . . , a , a s g and0 py1 p
 X X X 4a s a , . . . , a , a s g 9 be their respective line of predecessors and0 0 qy1 q
let a s a X be their nearest common predecessor. Evidently, 0 F u Fu u
 4  .  .inf p y 1, q y 1 ; for conveniency, we shall set k [ k S and V [ k S .a a0 0
 .We shall show that V , V s V .g g 9 a u
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y1 y1 . y1 y1 .XCLAIM. The rings A [ w ( ??? (w k and A9 [ w ( ??? (w ka g a g 9uq 1 uq1
are two independent ¨aluation rings of the field k .au
Clearly, A and A9 are valuation rings of k , contained in W anda au uq1
W X , respectively. Now, we show that they are independent:auq 1 X  X .If a / g 9 i.e., if a is not a final index , the index a is notuq1 uq1 uq1
a predecessor of a X ; thus the element Y is invertible in W X byuq1 a 1 auq 1 uq1
 .  .20 and 21 , and hence does not belong to the height-one prime ideal of
A9. On the other hand, Y belongs to the height-one prime ideal ofa 1uq 1
 .  .W by 17 or 22 , hence belongs to the height-one prime ideal of A.auq 1
Having different height-one prime ideals, the valuation rings A and A9
are independent.
 .If a / g i.e., if a is not a final index , an argument similar touq1 uq1
the above one shows that the valuation rings A and A9 are independent.
If a s g and a X s g 9, evidently, in this case we have A s Wuq1 uq1 g
and A9 s W .g 9
} If dim W G 2, the element Y belongs to the height-one primeg g 91
 .ideal of W by 17 . On the other hand, g 9 is not a predecessor of g ,g 9
 .hence Y does not belong to the height-one prime ideal of W by 18 .g 91 g
Having different height-one prime ideals, the valuation rings W and Wg g 9
of k are independent.au
} If dim W G 2, an argument similar to the above one shows thatg 9
the valuation rings W and W are independent.g g 9
 .  .} If dim W s 1 s dim W , by 19 , we have w Y Gg g 9 g g 9r g 9.
 .  .  .  .2 w Y , hence w Y rY s w Y y w Y Gg g r g . g g 9r g 9. g r g . g g 9r g 9. g g r g .
 .w Y ) 0. Thus, we haveg g r g .
Y rY g M W . 26 . .g 9r g 9. g r g . g
Similarly,
Y rY g M W . 27 . .g r g . g 9r g 9. g 9
 .  .From 26 and 27 , we obtain that the element Y rY belongs tog r g . g 9r g 9.
W but not to W . Thus, W and W are independent and the claim isg 9 g g g 9
proved.
Now, by definition, we have
V s wy1 ( ??? (wy1 A and V s wy1 ( ??? (wy1 A9 . .  .g a a g 9 a a1 u 1 u
 . y1 y1 .Thus, V , V s w ( ??? (w k s V as desired.g g 9 a a a a1 u u u
<  . <Finally, observe that for b g L, b not a final index, we have L b G 2
 .by 12 . Thus, there exist two distinct final indices g , g 9 such that b is
their nearest common predecessor. We obtain therefore that the set of
 4  .   44nodes of the family F [ V ; g final index is N F s V ; b g L j a .g b 0
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 .  4If b g L and b9 g L b , if a , . . . , a s b is the line of predecessors0 p
 .of b , then by 24 we have
G [ divisibility group of V , H = ??? = H = Hb9 b 9 a b b 91 l l l
G [ divisibility group of V , H = ??? = H ,b b a b1 l l
 .hence, ker G ¸ G s H .b9 b b 9
 .   ..If b s a and b9 g L a , we have V s W and ker G ¸ k S s0 0 b 9 b 9 b 9
G s divisibility group of V s H .b9 b 9 b 9
Thus, we obtain that the weighted dependency tree of the family F is
 4T F ; k S s V ; a g L j a , 4 . .  a 0
 4V , V , H ; b g L j a , b9 g L b , . . 5 /b b 9 b 9 0
and that the divisibility group of D [ F V isV g F
G D , H = ??? = H .   c a c c a1 tl l .  .  .a gL a a gL a a gL a1 0 2 1 t ty1
= H ??? by Corollary 5c a tq 1 /l / / .a gL atq1 t
s G by 14 . .
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